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5 October 2016 

 

Dear Sir,  

 

PLANNING APPLICATION TO DEVELOP A HYDROCARBON WELLSITE AND DRILL 

UP TO TWO EXPLORATORY HYDROCARBON WELLS - LAND OFF SPRINGS ROAD, 

MISSON, NOTTINGHAMSHIRE DN10 6ET: ES/3379 

 

Our clients, Nottinghamshire Wildlife Trust, are in receipt of Igas’ solicitors’ letter of 4 October to 

yourself concerning the above application and our client’s correspondence concerning the restrictive 

covenant which constrains the activities which may be carried out at the above site (the “site”).  

 

We have advised our clients that the following points remain outstanding inspite of Igas’ response:   

 

1. First, Igas have failed to give the confirmation sought by our clients in relation to activity at 

the site. Accordingly the Council continues to face the prospect of granting planning 

permission to Igas to commit unlawful acts. This point is not addressed in Igas’ solicitors 

letter. Please ensure it is made plainly to members of the planning committee before they 

meet to decide the application.  

 

2. The case before the Council is not like one in which a developer seeks planning permission in 

respect of land which it does not own, because in that case there is always the prospect that 

the developer may secure access to the land to carry out the permitted activities. In the case 

before the Council, there is no such prospect, because the acts in question are proscribed in 

law; such obligations may not be altered at the instigation of the developer; and would 

therefore be automatically unlawful if committed.  

 

3. Second, Igas have failed to address the consequence of granting planning permission to 

undertake shale gas drilling and exploration at the site as set out in our client’s last letter – 

namely that the Council would be knowingly allowing the commission of illegal acts. Our 

clients believe elected members need to be made aware of the consequences of their actions 

in this regard.  
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4. Third, the planning officer’s report errs in law (at paragraph 1393) insofar as it purports to 

advise members that the covenant is not a material planning consideration. Case law makes 

plain that private interests may be taken into account where it is in the public interest to do 

so.  

 

5. In this case, our client believes that it is plainly in the public interest for the Council to take 

into account the “private” interest to which the covenant relates, because that interest is itself 

public in nature, namely the protection of nature at a Site of Special Scientific Interest from 

nuisance, noise or noxious etc activities. It is self evident that protection of wildlife is in the 

public interest, particularly where as in this case the site concerned is recognised and 

protected in statute (Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981); partly publicy funded; and regulated 

by public bodies (principally Natural England).  

 

6. Igas’ solicitors letter contains no response to our clients’ concerns regarding the impact of the 

covenant on the validity of the section 106 agreement proposed in this case. It is unclear to 

our clients that any agreement entered into would not impinge on the covenant (eg: as regards 

nuisance and noise). It is therefore also unclear as to the basis on which the agreement could 

lawfully be entered into by the landowner (or Igas), or be enforceable in light of the covenant. 

Again, our clients believe this point needs careful consideration by elected members before 

any decision on the application may robustly be taken.  

 

Given Igas’ failure to provide the confirmation our clients requested, they contend that the Council 

must give the company time to clarify its position in this regard, so as to resolve this matter amicably 

and avoid the consequences of granting planning permission as outlined in previous correspondence.   

 

In the event that the Council is unwilling to take time to resolve this matter in this manner, our 

clients argue that the application must be refused, including for the reasons set out above regarding 

the consequences of authorising the commission of illegal acts and because the failure of the section 

106 agreement taken together with the public interest in protecting the covenant tips the planning 

balance irreversibly against the application.  

 

We look forward to hearing from you.  

 

Yours faithfully,  

 

 

 

 

Friends of the Earth, Rights & Justice Centre 

 

cc. Stuart Andrews, Eversheds 

 

 


